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l. Introduction 
In part I we discussed the sum 
( l.l) A(x, y) = .L A(n) 
n~x.P(n)~y 
where A(n) is a multiplicative function and P(n) denotes the largest 
prime factor of n. Our main assumptions were that A(n) > 0 for all n 
and that for some b;> 0 and all u;> l we have (1.5) (see sec. l.l below). 
With some additional (very weak) conditions for A(n) we proved that 
( 1.2) A(yu, y) ,...._, (Jb(u) L A(n) (y-+ =) 
n~y 
uniformly for u;> £5>0. For the definition of (Jb(u), properties and further 
background material we refer to part I. We also proved that 
(1.3) .L A(n) = (log y)b L(log y), 
n~y 
where L is a slowly oscillating continuous function. 
In this paper we use a different method to discuss 
( 1.4) Aa(x, y) = L A(n) na 
n<:;;x,P(n)<:;;y 
with a> 0. Although it is exceptional in some respects, we might include 
a= 0 in our present discussion, but we shall not do this, because it would 
not produce results as strong as those obtained in part I. In this part II 
we shall not obtain a result of the type (1.3), but we shall take a formula 
of that type as one of our assumptions. (See C below.) Moreover we have 
to exclude the case b = 0. 
As in part I we must impose some rather light conditions on A in order 
to guarantee that prime powers pi (i> l) have little influence. (See under 
D and E). 
Finally we need an extra restriction on A in the case that 0 < b,;;;;;: l (see E). 
l.l Assumptions 
A. The function A is multiplicative (i.e. A(nm) =A(n)A(m) if m and n 
are co-prime positive integers), and A(n) > 0 for all n. 
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The function L is continuous on O<x<oo, and slowly oscillating. 
That is, L(x)>O for all x>O, and for each fixed q>O we have L(qx)fL(x)~ l 
if x ~ oo. It is a well-known consequence that this holds uniformly with 
respect to q in every interval {J <. q < M, provided that 0 < {J < M < oo (see 
[4], [5]). 
The numbers a and b satisfy a> 0, b > 0. 
Throughout the paper, A., L, a, b, are fixed. That is, numbers depending 
only on A., L, a, b, are called constants, and none of our statements is 
intended to hold uniformly with respect to A., L, a, b. 
B. For every fixed u> l we have 
(1.5) lim ! A.(p) = b log u, 
1/--'~>-00 v<v<u" 
where p runs through the primes. 
C. For y ~ oo we have 
(1.6) ! A.(n) na ""' a-1bya(log y)b-1 L(log y). 
n~v 
D. For every fixed i:;;. 2 and every fixed u > l we have 
(l. 7) lim ! A.(pi) = 0. 
v~oo v<v<vu 
E. If O<b<. l the following condition holds: for every i (i= l, 2, 3, ... ) 
there is a constant oi such that 
(1.8) ! A.(pi) < Oi/(log y) (2<y<oo). 
!I<P<211 
1.2 Notations 
For Aa see (1.4), for P(n) see (l.l), for '1/(u) see sec. 2. r/J(y, u) is an 
abbreviation: 
(1.9) r/J(y, u) = yau(log y)b-1 L(log y). 
A phrase like 0=0({J) means: 0 may depend on {J, on A., L, a, b, but not 
on any other parameters or functions. 
If pis used as a summation index it is assumed to run through prime 
numbers only. 
1.3 The main theorem 
Let A, B, C, D, E hold. Let {J and M be constants, O<{J<M. Then 
we have, if y ~ oo, 
(1.10) Aa(yu, y) ""' a-1 b 1J(U) yau(log y)b-1 L(log y), 
uniformly for {J<,u<,M (for 1J see sec. 2). 
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1.4 Remarks 
In the case a=O, b;;;;.O (part I) we had a similar, though simpler, result, 
viz. 
(1.11) A(yu, y) ,...._, (h(u) (log y)b L(log y). 
Note that 'l](u)=b-l fh'(u) (see sec. 2). 
The constant a-lb in (1.6) and (1.10) is irrelevant, of course, since 
a-lb L is also a slowly oscillating function. We only introduced this 
factor in order to keep (1.6) in harmony with (1.3), as (1.3) can be obtained 
from (1.6) by a process of summation by parts. 
In assumption Ewe require (1.8) only if O<b<l. If b>l we do not 
need this extra condition. It is not difficult to see from our proofs that 
(1.8) is not needed either if b= 1, L 1, but we did not stress this fact 
in the form of a theorem. 
2. The function 11 
For u > 0 the function 11 is uniquely defined by the following set of 
conditions : 
(i) 'l](u) is continuous for u>O, 
(ii) 'I](U)=ub-1 for 0<u<;1, 
(iii) U1]'(u)=(b-1)1](u)-b1](u-1) for u>l. 
This differential-difference equation can be written m the following 
integral form. If IX;> 1, we have for u;> 1 
U/IX 
(2.1) 11(u) = (ufiX)b-1 1](1X)- b J 'l](ux-1-1) xb-2 dx. 
1 
The equivalence of (iii) and (2.1) is easily verified if we write (2.1) 
in the form 
u J {(v-b 'l](v))' +b v-b 'l](v-1)} dv = 0. 
IX 
It is in the form (2.1) that the equation for 11 will arise in a natural 
way in our proof. 
It is not difficult to derive from (i), (ii), (iii) that 'l](u) =b-l fh'(u) if 
u>O, where ()b is the function occurring in (1.2) (it is characterized by 
()b(u)=ub (O<;u<;1), u ()b'(u)=b Ob(u)-b O&(u-1) (u>1), ()b continuous 
for u;> 0). 
3. The functional equation for Aa(x, y) 
If v> 1, y> 1, then we have by (1.4), 
(3.1) Aa(yu, yv)- Aa(yu, y) = I' A.(n) n«, 
nE;;yu 
where the dash indicates that only those n are admitted whose largest 
prime factor p satisfies y<p<yv. For such a prime factor we have pu>yu, 
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whence pi does not divide n if i;;;. u. Therefore the right-hand side of 
(3.1) equals 
L L J.(pi) pai L J.(m) ma, 
11<'P<1l l~i<u m<,vup-i.P(m)<p 
whence 
(3.2) Aa(yu, yv)-Aa(yu, y) = L 
for all u, y, v with u>O, y>1, v>l. 
In our proof of the main theorem it will turn out that the terms with 
i > 1 are negligible. 
4. Some lemmas 
Our first lemma deals with uniform Riemann integrability. We consider 
a function fu(x) defined for ~<,x<,rJ, depending on the parameter 'tt 
(rx<;uoe;;;;J3). If we have a dissection of the interval [~, 17], given by 
(4.1) ~ = Xo < Xl < .. . < Xn = 1J, 
then we define the lower step-function s1 u for ~ < x <:, 17 by 
Blu(x) = inf /u(Y) (xi-l <x<,xi), 
and the upper step-function s2u similarly, with sup instead of inf. 
We shall say that fu is uniformly Riemann integrable over ~<,X<,1J 
for rx<,u<,{3, if fu(x) is bounded on that rectangle, and if, moreover, 
for every s > 0 there is a c5 > 0 such that for every dissection of [~, 17] 
with maximal interval length less than b and for all u in [rx, {3] we have 
TJ S (s2u(x)-Blu(x)) dx <B. 
0 
The latter formula implies that the so-called upper and lower sums 
differ less than B from the integral of fu, uniformly with respect to u. 
Lemma l. Assume 0<~<1], 0<rx<{3, b;;;.O. Let J.(p) be defined 
and ;;;. 0 for all primes, and assume B. Let fu(x) be Riemann integrable 
over [~, 1]], uniformly with respect to u (rx<,u<,{3). Put 
( log p) L J.(p) /u 1- = S[fu]· 
,/ < P,:;, v'~ og y 
Then we have 
TJ 
(4.2) lim S[fu] = b f fu(x) x-1 dx, 
!J--->00 0 
uniformly with respect to u (rx<,u<,{3). 
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Proof. If the dissection (4.1) is fixed (not depending on u or y), 
we easily derive from B that for y --+ oo 
'fJ 
(4.3) lim S[s1u] = b f 81u(x) x-1 dx, 
1f--+00 e 
uniformly with respect to u, since B1u is uniformly bounded. Needless 
to say, we have a similar result for B2u· 
Let s > 0 be given. By virtue of the uniform integrability we can take 
the dissection ( 4.1) such that 
'fJ 
b f (s2u(x)- 81u(x)) x-1 dx < !s 
e 
for all u simultaneously (1X<U<;{J). (Note that the factor x-1 is at most 
e-1.) Next take Yo such that for all y>yo the difference between S[s1uJ 
and the right-hand side of (4.3) is less than s/4, for all u simultaneously, 
and such that the analogous statement is true for the upper sum s2u. 
As A(p);;;;. 0 for all p, we have 
and it follows that 
S[81u] < S[fu] < S[s2u], 
'fJ 
iS[fu]-b f /u(x) x-1 dxl < s, 
e 
uniformly for IX< u < {3. This proves the lemma. 
Lemma 2. Assume A, B, E. Let the number {3 satisfy 0<{3<b if 
O<b<l, and 1<{3<b if b>l. Put y={3 in the first case, y={3-l in the 
second case. (So always y>O.) Then there is a positive constant 0=0({3) 
such that for all y>l and for all s (O<s<!) we have 
(4.4) ~ A(p) (log (yfp))/3-l < 0 s'~'. 
11I-•<p..;;t1f logy 
Proof. a) If 1 <{3<b, the terms are at most A(p) s/3-1, so for O<s<! 
( 4.4) follows from the fact that 
is bounded (by B it has a finite limit). 
b) Assume 0<{3<b< 1, y> 1, O<s<!, and let N be the smallest 
integer such that 2N;;;.y•. We enlarge the sum in (4.4) by replacing the 
interval y1-•<p<!Y by 2-Ny<p<!Y· Next we split this one into the 
intervals 2-ky<p<2-k+ly (k=2, ... , N). On each one of these intervals 
we have 
(log (yfp)) 8 - 1 < (k log 2)/3-I, 
whence, by E, 
N 
(4.5) ~ A(p) (log (yfp))/3-l < ~ (klog2)1i-I01/(log(2-Ny)). 
1/l-8<p..;;t1f k~2 
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Ify is large enough we have 2-Ny>y't. As {3> 0 we have If!~ 2 kfJ-1 =0(NfJ). 
Finally (N -1) log 2<s logy, by the definition of N. It follows that the 
right-hand side of (4.5) is less than a constant times sfJ(log y)fJ-1, and 
( 4.4) follows. 
Lemma 3. Let L be a continuous slowly oscillating function defined 
for x > !· Then for any b > 0 there exists a positive number 0 = 0( b) such 
that for all x1, x2 with ! ,;;;;; x1 <; x2 we have 
(4.6) 
For a proof we refer to [5], [6]. 
Our main theorem will be proved in sec. 5 by induction. The first 
step of this induction is the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Assume A, B, C, E. Let M be any number > l. Then 
as y-+ oo we have, uniformly for 1 <u<;M, 
v<p~y" n~yujp (4.7) u ) 
I A(p) pa I A(n) na = 
= t/>(y, u) {a-1 b2 f (u-x)b-1 x-1 dx+o(1)}. 
Proof. We fix a number {3 satisfying the conditions mentioned in 
lemma 2, and we take b=b-{3, so b>O. With this b we apply lemma 3. 
If 2,;;;;;yujp<y we can take x1=yujp, x2 =y, whence 
(4.8) ( log (yujp))b-1 L(log (yujp)) < O(b) (log (yujp))fJ-l. 
logy L(log y) logy 
It follows by C that if 2 ,;;;;;yujp<y, we have the following rough estimate: 
there is a constant 0 with 
(4.9} I .4(n) na < 0 p-a t/>(y, u) (log (yujp))fJ-l. 
n<,vu!P logy 
If 1,;;;;; yu fp < 2 this estimate is not efficient; in that case we just use that 
the left-hand side of (4.9} equals unity. 
The total contribution to the left-hand side of ( 4.7) produced by those 
p for which both y<p,;;;;;yu and 1 ,;;;;;yujp< 2 hold, is relatively small. 
This contribution is at most 
I A(p) pa, 
·h.iu<p::s;;v" 
and byE this is less than 0 1 yaujlog y if u> 1, y>2. By lemma 3 we have 
(L(log y))-1 =o((log y)b), since b is positive. It follows that the contribution 
of the p with y < p <; yu, 1 <; yu fp < 2 is o( t/>(y, u)), uniformly with respect 
to u. 
Next choose an s, O<s<M-1, and consider the total contribution of 
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those p for which both y<p<,yu and y<1-•>u<p,;;;,tyu hold. For these 
terms we use (4.9), producing at most 
OC/J(y, u) 2 l.(p) (log (yufp))/3-1' 
y(I-e)u<p,;;tyu logy 
and this is at most 0 t:? C/J(y, u) according to lemma 2, with a new constant 
0=0({3). 
Finally we take the terms for which simultaneously 
(4.IO) y < p,;;;, yu, p,;;;, y<1-•)u. 
We remark that 0 now gives 
( 4.ll) 2 .A.(n)na ""'a-1byaup-a(log(yufp))b-1L(1ogy), 
n~yujp 
if y--+ oo, uniformly with respect to p and u (p restricted by (4.IO), u 
by I <u<,M). Note that L(log y) ""' L(log (yufp)), since (by (4.IO) and 
I<u<,M) 
slog y <log (yufp) < M logy. 
It does not do any harm to replace in ( 4. 7) the expression on the left-
hand side of (4.ll) by the one on the right-hand side of (4.ll). We then 
obtain as the contribution of the terms restricted by (4.IO): 
(4.I2) a-1bC/J(y,u) 2 A(p) fu (~ogp), 
v<v,;;vM og y 
where fu(x) is defined for I<,x<,M, I<,u<,M by 
fu(x} = (u-x)b-1 if I< x <, (I-s)u, 
fu(x)=O if X>(I-s)u. 
(Note that for I <u<(I-s)-1 we have fu(x)=O for all x, and, accordingly, 
the sum (4.I2} is empty in that case.) 
Now lemma I provides the asymptotic behaviour of (4.I2). It results 
that the left-hand side of ( 4. 7) is 
M 
( 4.I3) C/J(y, u) {a-1 b2 f fu(x) x-1 dx+R}, 
1 
where lim supv-+oo IRI <,0 sY, uniformly with respect to u (I <u<,M). 
As finally 
M u 
lim f fu(x) x-1 dx = f (u-x)b-1 x-1 dx, 
B-+0 1 1 
uniformly with respect to u (I <u<,M}, the lemma follows. 
Lemma 5. Assume A, C, D, E. Let i be a fixed integer >I and let 
M be any number > I. Then we have 
( 4.I4) 2 A(pi) pai 2 .A.(n) na = o(C/J(y, u)) 
y< p-:::;;, ?Ju n~vufpi 
uniformly for I < u <, M. 
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Proof. We shall use the letter q as a summation index running 
through all numbers pi (i fixed, p prime). 
The inner sum in (4.I4) is certainly zero if yu(pi< I, so the left-hand 
side of (4.I4) equals 
(4.I5) L A(q) qa L A(n) na, 
yi<q~yu n<vufq 
(so this is zero for u<i). 
Next we remark that if~' 1], tX, (3, fu satisfy the conditions of lemma I, 
then 
(4.I6) lim L A(q) fu ·(~og q) = 0, 
Y-""" v" < q ~ y'1 og y 
uniformly for tX<u<f3. The fact that the q are not prime is of no concern 
in the proof of that lemma: the lemma can still be used to show that 
our assumption D, i.e. 
lim L A(q) = 0 
1J---7CO 'v< q< yu 
(for every fixed u> I) leads to (4.I6). (This means specializing bin lemma I 
to b = 0, but this is not the same b we have in our present lemma 5: the 
b occurring in assumption C is positive according to A.) 
A further preparatory remark is that lemma 2 and its proof remain 
true if we replace p by q, provided that Lui<q~y A(q) is bounded, and 
this is certainly the case because it has limit 0, by D. 
We can now prove lemma 5 by repetition of the proof of lemma 4, 
replacing p's by q's. There are two minor differences: 
(i) The summation in (4.I5) runs from yi onward instead of from y 
onward. This gives no trouble, we can first show that the sum with 
y<q<yu is o(<P(y, u)), and then remark that (4.I5) is even less. 
(ii) In (4.I3) we have to replace a-1b ff fu(x) x-1 dx by zero. 
5. The main theorem 
We shall now prove the theorem announced in sec. 1.3. 
If 0< i5<M <I, the result is a direct consequence of C, since 1](U)=ub-l 
(O<b< I) and since 
(5.I) Aa(yu, y) = L A(n) na (O<u<;I). 
n~yu 
It has to be noted that L(log yu)(L(log y)-+ I uniformly for i5<u<M. 
Next we prove the theorem for 0<i5<M, I<M<2. By (3.2) we have, 
if I <u<2 
Aa(yu, y) = Aa(yu, yu)- L A(p) pa L A(n) na, 
Y<P~'Yu n~yufp 
since the terms with i > I do not give a contribution here (p > y implies 
24 Series A 
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p2>yu). Applying C to Aa(yu, yu) (see (5.I)) and then lemma 4, to the 
double sum, we obtain 
u 
Aa(yu, y)fC/J(yu, y) = a-1 b {ub-1_b f (u-x)b-1 x-1 dx+o(I)}, 
1 
uniformly for I ,;;;u,;;; 2. Since (2.I) (with a= I) gives 
u 
ub-1_ b f (u-x)b-1 x-1 dx = n(u) (1 < u < 2), 
1 
we have now proved the theorem for M < 2. 
We proceed by induction. Assuming that the theorem has been proved 
for a certain M > 2, we show that it is correct forM replaced by M' = M + t, 
i.e. we show that (l.IO) holds uniformly for M <u<M +t. 
We apply (3.2) with v=tu; 
(5.2) Aa(yu, yu12) _ Aa(yu, y) = I I /..(pi) pai Aa(yujpi, p-I). 
l<i<u v<p<,yu/2 
We have 
Aa(yujpi,p-I) < I l..(n) na, 
n~vuhi 
and so, by lemma 5, the contribution of each fixed i > I to the right-
hand side is o(C/J(y, u)), uniformly for I ,;;;u,;;;M +t. We have to consider 
at most M- t different values of i, so their total contribution is o(C/J(y, u)), 
and we can restrict ourselves to the remaining terms with i = 1. 
For the values ofu andp under consideration (M <u,;;;M +t,y<p,;;;yui2) 
we have 
1 log(yujp) logp 1 logp 
2 < log(p-I) < (u-I)log(p-I) < (M- 2 )log(p-I) < M 
for all y exceeding a certain constant C=C(M). Hence we may apply 
the induction hypothesis: 
Aa(yujp, p-I) = 
= {I+ o(I)} a-1 b 'fJ (log (yujp) ) yau p-a(log (p -I))b-1 L(log (p-I)) = 
log (p-I) 
/~-, 
= {I +o(I)} a-1 b 'fJ (u logY - I) C/J(y, u) (log P)b-1 
log p pa log y ' 
uniformly for M <u<M +t. (Note that 'fJ is uniformly continuous and 
positive on [!, M]; moreover log (p-I)jlog y lies between t and tM + !, 
whence L(log (p-I)) may be replaced by L(log y). 
As (l.IO) has already been proved for U=2 we have 
Aa(yu, yu12) ,......, a-1 b IJ(2) (!u)b-1 C/J(y, u), 
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uniformly for M <u.;;;M +l· So it follows from (5.2) that 
Aa(yu, y)j(})(y, u) = a-1 b f}(2) (iu)b-1 -
-a-lb 2 A(p) {fJ(ullogy -1) + o(1)} (llogy)b-1' 
y<p<,'l/u/2 ogp ogp 
uniformly for M < u < M + l· 
We now apply lemma 1 with .;= 1, rJ=lM +!. 01-=M, fJ=M +!, and 
{ fJ(ux-1-1) xb-1 fu(x) = 0 
if 1 < x < !u, 
if lu < x < !M + 1-· 
This leads to 
Aa(yu, y)j(})(y, u) = 
iu 
= a-lbf](2) (!u)b-l_a-lb2 J f}(ux-l-1)xb-2dx+o(1), 
1 
uniformly for M <u.;;;M +!. By (2.1) (with 0\.=2) the right-hand side 
is a-lb fJ(u)+o(1), and this completes the induction step. 
6. Applications 
6.1 If A( n) = n -1 for all n, and if a= 1, b = 1, the conditions of our theorem 
are satisfied, with L = l. The result is that if P(x, y) is the number of 
integers .;;;x, free of prime factors >y, then P(yu, y) "-' rJ(u)yu (u fixed, 
y--+ oo). This result was first obtained by A. A. BucHSTAB [8], and 
extended to cases where u --+ oo in [1 ]. 
6.2 In Part I ( = [7]) we proved 
(6.1) fl2(d) (cp(d))-1 "-' 01(u) logy. 
Inserting an extra factor d, we now obtain from our present theorem 
(see (1.10)) 
(6.2) 2 {l2(d) d(cp(d))-1 "-' f}(U) yu 
P(d)<,y,d<,!l" 
if u>O is fixed, y--+ oo. In this case we have A(n)=fl2(n)jcp(n), a=1, 
b= 1, L _ l. We omit a detailed verification of the conditions A, B, C, 
D, E; A and Dare trivial, Band E depend, on the fact that the expression 
2p<x p-1-log log x 
has a limit if x --+ oo; for C we need 
2 f-l2(n) n(cp(n))-1 ,.._, y. 
The latter relation can be seen, for example, from the identity 
2 f-l2(n) n(cp(n))-1 n-s = C(s) IT 1 +-- - _L-00 ( 1 1 1) 
1 'P p-1ps p-1p2s' 
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where the infinite product can be expanded into a Dirichlet series which 
converges absolutely for 8 >! and has the value 1 at 8 = l. 
6.3 If we define the multiplicative function ). by ).(n) = (n d(n))-1, where 
d(n) stands for the number of divisors of n, then we have by [10] 
L ).(n) n = L (d(n))-1 ,....._, c x(log x)-t, 
n<x n<x 
with a certain positive constant c. The function ). evidently satisfies 
conditions A, B, C, D, E with a= 1, b=f, L- c. Therefore by (1.10) 
we have I t-t2(n) (d(n))-1 ,....._, c n(u) yu(log y)-t 
P(d),;;;;y,d,;;;;v" 
where 17 is the function defined in sec. 2 with b =f. 
6.4 Another example with b = i is found by defining 
(i) ).(pi)=O if i=1, 3, 5, ... ; p _ 3 (mod4), 
(ii) ).(pi)= p-i otherwise, 
(iii) ). multiplicative. 
It is well-known that for n> 1 we have n).(n) = 1 if n is the sum of two 
squares, n).(n) = 0 otherwise. Thus we have in this case 
A1(yu, y) = L A(n) n = I' 1, 
where the dash indicates that n is omitted if n is not the sum of two 
squares. 
For the partial sums we have 
L ).(n) n ,....._, c x(log x)-t, 
n~x 
where C= {2IIp~3(mod 4) (1-p-2)} -t (cf. [9], § 176), and the verification 
of A, B, C, D, E (with a= 1, b=f, L c) is easy. So by (1.10) we have 
A 1(yu, y) ,....._, c n(u) yu(log y)-t 
with the same function 17 as in example 2:/ 
6.5 In all previous examples the function L occurring in our theorem 
was constant. It is not difficult to construct an example where this is 
not the case. We define 
(i) p).(p) = 1 +(log log p )-1 
(ii) ).(pi)= 0 
(iii) ). multiplicative. 
if p>2, 
if p=2 or i>2, 
By a theorem of WIRSING [11] we now have 
L ).(n) n ,....._, e-r x(log x)-1 II (1 +).(p)) ,....._, 4:n:-2 x G(x), 
n<x 2<v<x 
where G(x) =II 2<p,;;;;x {1 + (p + 1)-1 (log logp)-1}, andy is Euler's constant. 
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In order to prove that G is a slowly oscillating function of log x we 
must show that 
lim II {l + (p + l)-1 (log log p)-1} = 1 
~oo ::e<p~rec 
for every c> l, and to show this it is sufficient to show that 
lim f 1 __!!!_ = 0 ~oo 0 t log log t log t 
for every c > l. (Here the prime number theorem is applied in the familiar 
way.) This is verified by straightforward calculation. 
Also, it is easy to see that L(x) ~ oo if x ~ oo. 
Thus we have given an example of a multiplicative function A., satisfying 
A, B, C, D, E with a=l, b=O and Lis a slowly oscillating function which 
is not a constant (not even asymptotically). We omit the simple veri-
fication of A, B, C, D, E. 
Technological University, Eindhoven 
Netherlands 
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